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Wars can be prevented just as surely as they can be provoked, and we who fail to
prevent them, must share the guilt for the dead. - Omar Bradley
General, WWII
This course explores foundational theories, frameworks, policy debates, and “best practices” for resolving
international conflicts and achieving global security. Using dynamic, interdisciplinary and diverse perspectives,
students will gain an understanding of the root causes of conflict from the interstate to the individual level, and
effective peacekeeping, peacebuilding, peacemaking, and conflict transformation polices. Themes and topics
in the course include deconstructing the ‘War System’, the rise of popular nationalism and violent extremism,
definitions of real security, feminist international relations, international law and global governance,
international political economy, and the role of nonviolent, human rights movements. Students will engage
deeply with fundamental questions of human aggression, intergroup identity and mobilization.
We will paint on a very large canvas conceptually and theoretically. We will look at conflicts through different
prisms or lenses, contrasting multiple schools of thought or “paradigms” to achieve security. Although violence
and the use of force may dominate the news headlines, a vast body of research and scholarship offers us
peaceful alternatives for resolving conflicts without bloodshed. You are encouraged to challenge the theories
presented in this course, and generate new, creative approaches. We are only limited by our own imaginations!

Textbook

Invitation to Peace Studies, Houston Woods. Oxford University Press, 2016

Discover new reading strategies and sharpen your skills at http://pne.people.si.umich.edu/PDF/howtoread.pdf

Teaching Methods and Philosophy
The course is interactive. You will be up and out of your seats doing hands-on learning quite a bit. We will build
scholarly knowledge together using many teaching styles & formats, such as role-plays, simulations, music,
current events, case studies and guest speakers. Research shows that students retain concepts best when they
can explain them to their peers and apply concepts and theories to real world cases. Thus, you will form teams
to research and TEACH a brief, contemporary case study to help crystallize our theories. In the second half of
the course you will use Problem-Based Learning (PBL). This is a learner-centered pedagogy in which students
study a conflict in a complex, multifaceted manner, from many angles and through many lenses, to discover,
design, and present solutions. Learners will be divided into small collaborative groups of 5 to select a conflict,
identify the roots of the crisis, explore a range of conflict transformation strategies, and then present their
solutions and policy prescriptions to the entire class at the end of the semester. A collaborative summary
session will consolidate what has been developed by the group. Teams meet with me to prepare to present.
Our pedagogy will be based on the philosophies of pioneering educators for human liberation - - Maria
Montessori, Howard Gardner, Paolo Freire, and George Lakey who posit that students bring diverse gifts and
talents to a classroom. Educators should foster an intrinsic love of learning and a joyful, fun atmosphere. Peace
Studies is interdisciplinary, drawing on psychology, history, gender studies, neuroscience, biology,
anthropology, archeology, economics, communications, geography, sociology, political science, international
relations, military science, peace research, the fine arts, and labor history, among other intellectual traditions.
Expectations
This is a seminar. You must do the readings in order to deeply engage in discussion with your classmates and me.
Brief lectures will help you understand our theories and cases. Student teams will teach for 10 minutes each class.
The success of the class is a shared responsibility. Attendance is required. One absence is permitted for extenuating
circumstances. After that, you lose one grade point for every session missed. You earn your grade, I don’t give it to
you. Late assignments lose a ½ a grade each day. The night before class, please post a question or challenge to our
readings on Blackboard, and share it during class discussion. Contending points of view are encouraged.
What Constitutes a Good Class Discussion?




Evidence of careful reading to grasp core arguments, concepts and evidence from our authors;
Relevant contributions and clear, enthusiastic and respectful comments;
Constructive criticism, analytical questions, challenges to our theories, and independence of thought.

Course Objectives:
 To grasp foundational and emerging theories in international relations, and apply them to current events and cases;
 To understand challenges to global security and offer effective strategies and policies to address conflicts;
 To create a trusting, safe, enjoyable learning community for sharing ideas, skills and wisdom;
 To foster an intrinsic love of learning and critical thinking;
 To enhance our imaginations, intellectual flexibility, creativity, and problem-solving skills

Learning Outcomes, by the end of this course you will be able to:










Demonstrate knowledge of major theories in international relations and human security;
Reflect critically & analytically on what you are learning, and challenge dominant paradigms and systems;
Appreciate contending viewpoints and engage in civil discourse;
Explain current events and historical cases drawing on our theories;
Conduct case-driven research on the causes and dynamics of peace and conflict;
Make effective, robust, concise presentations;
Help other students learn about transforming conflicts nonviolently;
Cultivate a self-capacity for peaceful relations with others;
Produce policy recommendations to end cycles of violence and bring about peaceful relations in the world.

Attitudes and Values as a result of this course:




Value and care about people and communities cooperating for peace and global security;
Protect a fragile world environment and world peace;
Respect differences and diversity.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Attendance & participation = 30% of your grade
Class Case Study Presentation = 10% of your grade

Mid-term = 30% of your grade
Team Project = 30% of your grade

Class Case Presentation (10%): You and a classmate will co-teach 10 minutes of class + 5 minutes for questions. You will
be responsible for teaching a concise conflict case study from the last five years which offers evidence for the arguments
in our readings. This means you’ll need to do the readings in advance of your teaching week, research a conflict and what
was tried, and let me know the case you will present. The goal is not to present the theories from the readings all over
again, but rather to show how our theoretical constructs and peace strategies apply in current, real-world conflicts.
Your presentation should:
1) Provide a very brief analysis of the case using a “Framework for Analyzing a Conflict” (provided)
2) Send students a 1 page handout the night before you teach with any details and policy suggestions you wish to convey;
3) Highlight ways in which the case you’ve selected illustrates elements of our readings;
4) Identify challenges the case raises about the paradigm and/or its underlying assumptions;
5) Formulate one to two policy recommendations for how specific actors can improve the likelihood of peace.
Use maps and visual aids, links for students to explore further, short video-clips, etc. Please minimize the use of
PowerPoint. We don’t want an over-reliance on it. Use it sparingly. Ensure slides have titles, big ideas and visual aids. Be
prepared for 5 minutes of Q & A. You must speak with me one week in advance of your session so I can ensure your case
is relevant to the readings. Send your handout to students the night before you teach.

Course Schedule
Jan 17 DAY ONE: Creating a Dynamic Learning Community (post a personal bio on BB discussion thread)
Introductions, syllabus review, ground rules, expectations and requirements of the course. Best &
worst learning experiences? Dynamics of a healthy group? Students’ role? Multiple Intelligence Theory.
Presence and engagement. Ice breaker. Conflict Curve. What is a Structural Analysis?

By the 24th of January read Realism articles and chapters in Blackboard folder
Jan 24 Contrasting Schools of Thought in International Relations (post a question for our authors on BB?)
Discuss Morgenthau’s “Six Principles of Political Realism” (Chapter One, page 1-15 only),
“What would a Realist World would have Looked Like", Stephen Walt, Foreign Policy Magazine, and
other Realism readings in Jan. 24th Blackboard folder. Lecture and power point on Realism.
What is a Paradigm? What is a Paradigm Shift? Build a giant time line of paradigm shifts in history.
Review handouts: Realism vs Peace Studies, Peace Research terms and “6 Perspectives on War”.
Jan 27 Challenges to Realism (post a question on BB the night before)
Lauren Carasik “Americans Have Yet to Grasp the Horrific Magnitude of the ‘War on Terror ” (on BB)
Ian Morris http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/in-the-long-run-wars-make-us-safer-andricher/2014/04/25/a4207660-c965-11e3-a75e-463587891b57_story.html
Paul Chappell, U.S. Army http://www.wagingpeace.org/war-makes-us-poorer/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/michael-oren-israel-must-be-permitted-to-crushhamas/2014/07/24/bd9967fc-1350-11e4-9285-4243a40ddc97_story.html

Discuss the Seville Statement on Human Violence.
Student team teaches a case to challenge or supports the theory _____________________________

Jan 31 Imperialism (post a question to our authors on BB night before)
Hans Morgenthau on Imperialism, chapter 5, pages 45 -73, Christopher Hedges “War is Betrayal,
Redux”, Boston Review. Nov. 8, 2012, and “War is Just a Racket” by General Smedley Butler
Feb 3

The Emerging Global Peace System (remember to post a question on BB the night before)
Discuss chapters 1, 2 & 3 of Houston Wood’s, Invitation to Peace Studies, page 1 - 50.
Watch together in class https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1HMRAZNQd8

Feb 7 The “War System”: A World Order, Gender, and Military Perspective (post a question on BB)
Read by this date: Chapter 1 & 2 Sex and World Peace, Valerie Hudson, Bonnie Ballif-Spanvill, et al.
What is underpinning war? Unpack the War System and Iron Triangle. Military spending. Arms &
Influence. and read
Feb 10 Biological Foundations of Peace
(post a question on BB night before)
Chapters 10 in Wood, Invitation to Peace Studies, pages 177-197 + essays in David Barash
Approaches to Peace by Margaret Mead, Steven Pinker and Douglas Fry provided in hardcopy
Explore www.peacefulsocieties.org

Feb 14

“Faces of the Enemy” a film. Watch in class. No readings
Discussion facilitated by

Feb 17

World Beyond War report on reserve at the AU library, 88 pages
Before class listen to video of President Kennedy http://www.american.edu/jfk/

Feb 21

Peace Psychological, Gender, and the Sociology of Violence (post a question on BB the night before)
Chapters 5, 11 and 12 of Invitation to Peace Studies by Wood
Team presents a case to challenge or support the theories

Feb 24

Responses to Terrorism (post a question on BB night before)
Chapter 4 in Wood book. Debrief World Without War conference
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/homeland-security/287245-i-know-why-the-war-on-terror-isnt-working

George Lakey’s article http://wagingnonviolence.org/feature/8-ways-defend-terror-nonviolently/
Power Point Barbara: Explanation of Greed & Grievance Theory, Human Needs Theory, Relative Deprivation
Chapter Two, Sex and World “What is there to See and Why aren’t We Seeing it?” Page 17-54
Feb 28

Moving Away from War to Peace, Soft Power, Trade and the United Nations (post a question)
Chapter 6 Wood book Invitation to Peace, pages 95-112
Team presents a case to challenge or support our theories________________________________

March 3 Watch a webinar from the International Center for Nonviolent Conflict before class

March 7

Colombia

March 10 The Role of the Media (post a question on Blackboard)
Brave New World video clip. Gordan Adams article on Blackboard, and U.S. Institute of Peace
report http://www.usip.org/publications/the-role-of-the-media-in-conflict

Student Teaching Team: _____________________________________________________

Gendered Perspectives on Security (post a ? on BB)
Chapter 1 in The Gender Imperative by Betty Reardon & Asha Hans, 2010 on Blackboard, 32 pps
Explore the website http://www.onebillionrising.org/
Listen in class https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fL5N8rSy4CU
Teaching team: _______________________________________________________________________________

March 21“Reimagining Peace: Women in Peace Processes” International Peace Academy, 42 pages (post a ?)
http://www.ipinst.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/IPI-E-pub-Reimagining-Peacemaking-rev.pdf
Teaching Team:
Mid-Term Evaluation of the Course and Mid-Term Exam Distributed

March 24
March 28

March 31

April 4

The World Debt Game Teaching Team:
Economics of Peace: Converting Military Industries to Peaceful, Green, Civilian Uses (post a?)
Pages 118-129 by Lloyd Jeff Dumas in David Barash book (provided in hardcopy and Blackboard),
In class exercise: “Imaging the Future”
+
Turn in your Mid-Term exam!
Student Teaching Team:
http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/research_brief/MA_Military_May2012.pdf
Before class explore https://www.nationalpriorities.org/
Nonviolence
Chapter 7 and 8 in Wood book, pp. 113 -152. Listen to Gandhi Rap song!
Watch: “Bringing Down a Dictator”. Discuss lessons learned, strategies and movement-building
Student Teaching Team:

Where has Nonviolence Succeeded or Failed?
Read the “Promise of Nonviolence” by Barbara Wien on Blackboard, 53 pages.
“How Freedom is Won: From Civic Resistance to Durable Democracy” by Karatnycky and Ackerman
http://www.nonviolent-conflict.org/index.php/learning-and-resources/resources-on-nonviolentconflict?bTask=bDetails&bId=17 [Many of the 52 pages in this report are tables]
Explore http://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/ Discuss strategies and movement-building
Watch in class an episode of “A Force More Powerful” or “Pray the Devil Back to Hell” on Liberian women
Handouts: “198 Methods” + Sex Strikes
Student Teaching Team:

April 7

Personal Transformation, Religious Influences, Inner Peace & Outer Peace
Chapter 9 (pps. 155 – 177) and Chapter 13 (pps 241-258) in the Wood book

Assignment for today: Post a peace poem or song to our discussion thread on Blackboard
Student Teaching Team:
April 11 Conflict Resolution Skills and Approaches
Concepts include restorative justice, peacemaking circles, negotiation, and mediation.
“Negotiating with the Taliban” a role-play
Handout on Conflict Resolution Terms and Definitions
Student Teaching Team:
April 14 International Law and World Governance
“An Insider’s Guide to the United Nations” by Linda Fasulo, Richard Falk on World Government, from
Barash reader (provided on BB and in hardcopy), Robert Johansen’s “Toward a Dependable Peace
http://worldbeyondwar.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/agss.pdf
Explore http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/index.php?p1=3&p2=2
Student Teaching Team:
April 18

Official United Nations Peacekeeping (post a question on BB the night before)
Investigate http://www.unmissions.org/ Explore one or two cases in-depth. Share them in class
http://www.peacekeepingbestpractices.unlb.org/PBPS/Pages/PUBLIC/Home.aspx
Student Teaching Team:

April 21 Civilian Peacekeeping and ‘Nonviolent Protective Accompaniment’ (post a question on BB)
Read “Unarmed Bodyguards for Human Rights” in The New Humanitarians edited by C Stout.
Watch “Nonviolent Peace Force” (18 minutes) in class and do a: “Relay Race for Peace” (20 min.)
Student Teaching Team:
April 25
April 28
May 5
May 9

Wrap up and Integration of our semester. Discuss final exam

Final EXAM:

Photo: Afghan children work for peace

“To be hopeful in bad times is not foolishly romantic. It is based on the fact that human history is a
history not only of cruelty, but also of compassion, sacrifice, courage, kindness… ... What we choose to
emphasize in this complex history will determine our lives. If we see only the worst, it destroys our capacity
to do something. If we remember those times and places—and there are so many—where people have
behaved magnificently, this gives us the energy to act and at least the possibility of sending this spinning
top of a world in a different direction...And if we do act, in however small a way, we don't have to wait for
some grand utopian future. The future is an infinite succession of presents and to live now as we think
human beings should live, in defiance of all that is bad around us, is itself a marvelous victory."
-- Howard Zinn
GRADING SCALE
A = Excellent: Work shows outstanding thought, skill, creativity, and intellectual sophistication.
B = Very Good: Original work, significantly above the basic requirements.
C = Adequate: Work meets the basic requirements.
D = Achievement worthy of credit, although it does not meet basic requirements in every respect.
F = Spotty or no attendance. Few, if any, assignments submitted
A
AB+
B
BC+

=
=
=
=
=
=

94+
90-93
87-89
84-86
80-83
77-79

C
CD+
D
DF

=
=
=
=
=
=

74-76
70-73
67-69
64-66
60-63
59 & below

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Students are also expected to comply with the AU’s academic integrity code. Students who are found to violate the code (for
example by using notes during an exam or by plagiarizing a written assignment) will be reported to the AU academic integrity
Process. http://www.american.edu/academics/integrity/code.cfm, sources correctly. Anyone who is uncertain of the boundaries
between correct use and plagiarism should consult me. I am available to discuss such questions with you.
SAFE AND INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
In this classroom and at American University, we value diversity and aim to foster a safe and supportive environment for ALL.
Topics may arise in our readings and discussions which are painful to some participants, including issues of racism, gender, sexuality,
and violence. I will do my best to present "trigger warnings" for such content. Let’s all be sensitive and caring. AU maintains a
comprehensive list of resources (on- and off-campus) for survivors of sexual assault. These resources can be found at:
http://www.american.edu/.../sexual-assault-resources.cfm/

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
In the event of a declared pandemic (influenza or other communicable disease), American University will implement a plan for
meeting the needs of all members of the university community. Should the university be required to close for a period of time, we
are committed to ensuring that all aspects of our educational programs will be delivered to our students. These may include altering
and extending the duration of the traditional term schedule to complete essential instruction in the traditional format and/or use of
distance instructional methods. Specific strategies will vary from class to class, depending on the format of the course and the timing
of the emergency. Faculty will communicate class-specific information to students via AU e-mail and Blackboard, while students
must inform their faculty immediately of any absence due to illness. Students are responsible for checking their AU e-mail regularly
and keeping themselves informed of emergencies. In the event of a declared pandemic or other emergency, students should refer to
the AU Web site (american.edu/emergency) and the AU information line at (202) 885-1100 for general university-wide information,
as well as contact their faculty and/or respective dean’s office for course and school/college-specific information.

Making Effective Class Presentations: Guidelines and Feedback
Introduction/Rationale:





Making effective presentations is an essential competency in the professional development of SIS students.
Many classes require presentations, individually or in teams.
Practice followed by accurate and constructive feedback is necessary for developing the competency.
Employers of our graduates consistently indicate that making effective presentations is important in their hiring
decisions.

Individual (General) Guidelines:


















Plan your presentation structure with an Introduction/Overview, a Body with a reasonable number of topics,
and a Conclusion (with summative statements and recommendations).
Use a complementary mix of communication channels with verbal points (with good amplitude, enunciation and
projection), visual aids (slides, video clips, charts, graphs, tables, pictures, handouts), and nonverbal aspects
(voice tone and inflection, complementary hand movements, body posture).
Do a practice run with a view to time limit, organization and coverage.
Check your equipment beforehand and have a back up (e.g. second laptop).
Master the content and anticipate questions.
Use plain language and watch out for jargon and acronyms.
Follow a well-organized and logical flow in which points build in sequence.
For slides, keep the amount of information manageable, the font readable, and the effects simple (too many
special effects detract from the content).
Do not read your slides or notes, but paraphrase, elaborate and comment.
Be concise and efficient in expression, and use handouts for complex details.
Maintain reasonable pacing and don’t overload with information.
Focus on and engage the audience through eye contact, rhetorical questions, anecdotes, personal experiences
and other ways to keep up interest.
Manage your time carefully and have strategies for compression or deletion if time pressure enters in (simply
speaking faster is not a solution).
Maintain the sequence, unless you need to go back to answer a question or make a point.
Watch out for distracting nonverbal behaviors (excessive hand movements, swaying from side to side) and
verbal “tics” (umh, so, ok?).
Anticipate questions.
Check the web for tips on making Powerpoint and other types of presentations.

Team Presentations:
 Develop a clear organization and sequencing and share it in the Introduction.
 Balance the involvement of different speakers (with a larger team of 4+ have each member speak only once; for
a smaller team (3-) you can alternate speakers to keep up variety and freshness).
 Make clear transition statements between speakers and topics.
 Have speakers generally follow a similar style of presentation, sitting or standing, and using notes, cards or slides
and keep the same slide design throughout.
 Make reference to other parts of the presentation for integration.
Effective Feedback on Presentations:
 Instructor feedback should come as soon as possible and be balanced between positive (what was done well)
and negative (what could be improved and how).
 To provide detailed feedback, a matrix or rubric can be developed by crossing dimensions or criteria with rating
scales from unsatisfactory to excellent.
 Feedback from class members can be elicited using anonymous cards or a matrix/ rubric
- By Dr. Ron Risher, Masters Program International Peace and Conflict Resolution (IPCR)
School for International Service, The American University, January 2013

For Further Exploration
http://conflict.colorado.edu/ + their former cite with archives
http://www.colorado.edu/conflict/index_orig.html

http://wagingnonviolence.org
http://www.feministpeacenetwork.org/more-information/militarism-and-violence-against-women/

